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Abstract
Let  ∈ (0, 1) and let G= (VG,EG) be a graph. According to Dunbar et al. [-Domination, Discrete Math. 211 (2000) 11–26], a
set D ⊆ VG is an -dominating set of G if |NG(u) ∩ D|dG(u) for all u ∈ VG\D. Similarly, we deﬁne a set D ⊆ VG to be an
-independent set of G if |NG(u)∩D|dG(u) for all u ∈ D. The -domination number (G) of G is the minimum cardinality of
an -dominating set of G and the -independent -domination number i(G) of G is the minimum cardinality of an -dominating set
of G that is also -independent. A graph G is -domination perfect if (H) = i(H) for all induced subgraphs H of G.
We characterize the -domination perfect trees in terms of their minimally forbidden induced subtrees. For  ∈ (0, 12 ] there is
exactly one such tree whereas for  ∈ ( 12 , 1) there are inﬁnitely many.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Among the deepest results in classical domination theory [5] is the characterization of domination perfect graphs
in terms of their minimally forbidden induced subgraphs proved by Zverovich and Zverovich [9]. In the present paper
we initiate the study of a similarly deﬁned class of ‘perfect’ graphs using the concept of -domination that has recently
been introduced by Dunbar et al. [3]. Our main result is the characterization of -domination perfect trees.
We consider ﬁnite and simple graphs G = (VG,EG) with vertex set VG and edge set EG. The neighbourhood and
the degree of a vertex u ∈ VG is denoted by NG(u) and dG(u), respectively. An endvertex is a vertex of degree 1. For
a set U ⊆ VG the subgraph of G induced by U is denoted by G[U ] and G − U denotes G[VG\U ].
Let  ∈ (0, 1) and let G be a graph. A set D ⊆ VG is an -dominating set of G if |NG(u) ∩ D|dG(u) for
all u ∈ VG\D. The minimum cardinality of an -dominating set of G is the -domination number (G) of G. An
-dominating set D of G with |D| = (G) is a minimum -dominating set of G.
In order to deﬁne -domination perfect graphs we need a notion of independence. In analogy to the deﬁnition of an
-dominating set, we deﬁne a set D ⊆ VG to be an -independent set of G if |NG(u)∩D|dG(u) for all u ∈ D. The
minimum cardinality of an -independent and -dominating set of G is the -independent -domination number i(G)
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of G. An -independent and -dominating set D of G with |D| = i(G) is a minimum -independent -dominating set
of G.
Note that in [3] a parameter ‘i(G)’ is deﬁned combining the notion of an -dominating set with the usual notion
of an independent set, i.e. a set no two vertices of which are adjacent. We believe that our deﬁnition of i(G) is more
natural as it combines a notion of domination and a notion of independence that are of similar nature.
Our ﬁrst lemma ensures that i(G) is well deﬁned for every graph G. This statement actually follows easily from a
colouring result of Cowen and Emerson (stated as Theorem 8 in [3]). Nevertheless, in order to make our presentation
self-contained we include a short proof using a classical Erdo˝s-type exchange argument.
Lemma 1.1. If  ∈ (0, 1) and G is a graph, then there is a set D ⊆ VG that is -independent and -dominating.
Proof. We choose a set D ⊆ VG such that
f (D) =
∑
u∈D
(1 − )|NG(u) ∩ D| +
∑
v∈VG\D
|NG(v) ∩ (VG\D)|
is minimum. IfD is not -independent and -dominating, then there is either a vertex u ∈ D with |NG(u)∩D|> dG(u)
or a vertex v ∈ VG\D with |NG(v) ∩ D|< dG(v).
If u ∈ D is such that |NG(u) ∩ D|> dG(u), then |NG(u) ∩ (VG\D)|<(1 − )dG(u). If D′ = D\{u}, then
f (D′) = f (D) − (1 − )|NG(u) ∩ D| −
∑
v∈NG(u)∩D
(1 − ) + |NG(u) ∩ (VG\D)| +
∑
v∈NG(u)∩(VG\D)

= f (D) − 2(1 − )|NG(u) ∩ D| + 2|NG(u) ∩ (VG\D)|
< f (D) − 2(1 − )dG(u) + 2(1 − )dG(u)
= f (D)
contradicting the choice of D. If v ∈ VG\D is such that |NG(v)∩ (VG\D)|< dG(v), then considering the set D ∪ {v}
leads to a similar contradiction and the proof is complete. 
By Lemma 1.1, i(G) is well deﬁned for every graph G and (G) i(G).
Just as in classical domination theory [5, p. 157], we deﬁne a graph G to be -domination perfect, if (H)= i(H)
for every induced subgraph H of G. A graph G is minimally -domination imperfect, if G is not -domination perfect
but every proper induced subgraph of G is. Our characterization of -domination perfect trees splits into two parts
depending on whether or not  12 .
For results about similarly deﬁned classes of perfect graphs we refer the reader to [1,2,4,6–8,10].
2. -Domination perfect trees for  ∈ (0, 12 ]
For  ∈ (0, 1) let d1() = 1 +  21−. Note that d1()3,
d1() =
⎧⎨
⎩
3, 0< < 13 ,
4, 13<
1
2 ,
5,  = 12
and that d1() is the smallest integer d for which d − 2> d.
For d13 let the tree T1(d1) arise from d1 − 2 claws K1,3 and one path P3 on three vertices by identifying one
endvertex in each of the claws with the vertex of degree 2 in the path. Fig. 1 shows T1(3), T1(4) and T1(5).
Fig. 1.
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Theorem 2.1. Let  ∈ (0, 12 ]. A tree T is -domination perfect if and only if it does not contain T1(d1()) as an induced
subgraph.
Proof. It is easy to see that the set D of non-endvertices of T1(d1()) is the unique minimum -dominating set
of T1(d1()). By the deﬁnition of d1(), we have d1() − 2> d1(). Hence D is not -independent and thus
(T1(d1()))< i(T1(d1())) which implies the ‘only if’-part of the result.
Now let T be a minimally -domination imperfect tree. We will show that TT1(d1()). Let D be a minimum
-dominating set of T such that
(i) |{u ∈ VT \D | NT (u) ⊆ D}| is maximum and subject to this condition
(ii) ∑u∈D|NT (u) ∩ D| is minimum.
Claim 1. If |NT (u) ∩ D|> dT (u) for u ∈ D, then dT (u)> 21− .
Proof. For contradiction we assume that there is some u ∈ D with |NT (u) ∩ D|> dT (u) and dT (u) 21− . By the
choice of D, we haveNT (u)D. If |NT (u)∩D|=dT (u)− l for some l1, then dT (u)− l > dT (u)which is equivalent
to dT (u)> l1− . Hence l = 1 and u has exactly one neighbour not in D.
Let {v} = NT (u)\D. If NT (v)D, then D′ = (D\{u}) ∪ {v} is a minimum -dominating set of T contradicting
condition (i) in the choice of D. Hence NT (v) ⊆ D.
If dT (v) 11− , then dT (v) − 1dT (v) and thus D\{u} is an -dominating set of T contradicting the choice of D.
Hence dT (v)< 11− .
Now the set D′ is a minimum -dominating set of T that satisﬁes condition (i) and
∑
w∈D′
|NT (w) ∩ D′| =
∑
w∈D
|NT (w) ∩ D| − (dT (u) − 1) + (dT (v) − 1)<
∑
w∈D
|NT (w) ∩ D|
contradicting condition (ii) in the choice of D. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Since T is not -domination perfect, there is a vertex u ∈ D with |NT (u) ∩ D|> dT (u). By Claim 1, dT (u)> 21−
which is equivalent to dT (u)d1(). This implies |NT (u) ∩ D|> dT (u)> 21− = 21− − 2 and hence |NT (u) ∩
D| 21− − 1 = d1() − 2. Clearly, NT (u)D.
Claim 2. If v ∈ NT (u) ∩ D, then dT (v)3.
Proof. For contradiction we assume that v ∈ NT (u) ∩ D is such that dT (v)2.
If dT (v) = 1, then D\{v} is an -dominating set of T contradicting the choice of D. Hence dT (v) = 2.
If < 12 , then |NT (v) ∩ D|1> dT (v). By Claim 1, dT (v)> 21− > 2 which is a contradiction. Hence  = 12 .
If |NT (v) ∩ D| = 2, then |NT (v) ∩ D|> dT (v) and, by Claim 1, dT (v)> 21− > 2 which is a contradiction. Hence
NT (v) ∩ D = {u}.
Let {w}=NT (v)\D. IfNT (w)D, then the setD′=(D\{v})∪{w} is a minimum -dominating set ofT contradicting
condition (i) in the choice of D. Hence NT (w) ⊆ D. If dT (w) = 1, then the set D′ is a minimum -dominating set of
T contradicting condition (ii) in the choice of D. Hence dT (w)2.
We have dT (v)−1dT (v) and dT (w)−1dT (w) and thus the setD\{v} is an -dominating set ofT contradicting
the choice of D. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Let v1, v2, . . . , vd1()−2 ∈ NT (u) ∩ D. Let vd1()−1, vd1() ∈ NT (u)\{vi | 1 id1() − 2}. In view of Claim
2, there are vertices wi,w′i ∈ NT (vi)\{u} for 1 id1() − 2. It follows that T [{u, vd1()−1, vd1()} ∪ {vi, wi, w′i |
1 id1() − 2}]T1(d1()) which immediately implies TT1(d1()). This completes the proof. 
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3. -Domination perfect trees for  ∈ ( 12 , 1)
In contrast to the case  12 there are inﬁnitely many non-isomorphic minimally -domination imperfect trees for
> 12 . All these trees can be constructed from T1(d1()) by applying two simple operations. In order to describe these
operations we need some more notation.
For  ∈ ( 12 , 1) let d2()=1+ 11−. Note that d2()3 and that d2() is the smallest integer d for which d−1> d.
For d23 let the tree T2(d2) arise from d2 − 1 claws K1,3 by identifying one endvertex in each of the claws.
For d15, d23 and l0 let the tree T3(d1, d2, l) arise from a tree T1(d1 − 1), a path P : x1x2 . . . x2l+2 on 2l + 2
vertices and l disjoint sets C1, C2, . . . , Cl each containing d2 − 2 claws K1,3 by identifying x2l+2 with the (unique)
vertex of degree d1 − 1 in T1(d1 − 1) and by identifying one endvertex in each claw in Ci with the vertex x2i for
i = 1, 2, . . . , l. We can now describe the two operations.
Let  ∈ ( 12 , 1). Let T be a tree and let u ∈ VT be a vertex of degree three that is adjacent to two endvertices v1
and v2.
Applying the operation A to T and u yields a tree A(T , u) that arises from T and the tree T2(d2()) by deleting
the vertices v1 and v2 in T and joining u to the unique vertex of degree d2() − 1 in T2(d2()) that is not adjacent to
any endvertex by a new edge. (See Fig. 2 for an illustration of A 11
20
(T , u). Note that d2( 1120 ) = 3.) Let l0. Applying
the operation B,l to T and u yields a tree B,l(T , u) that arises from T and the tree T3(d1(), d2(), l) by deleting the
vertices v1 and v2 in T and joining u to the vertex x1 in T3(d1(), d2(), l) by a new edge. (See Fig. 3 for an illustration
of B 11
20 ,2
(T , u). Note that d1( 1120 ) = 5 and d2( 1120 ) = 3.) The classT consists of all trees that can be obtained from the
tree T1(d1()) by applying a sequence O1, O2, . . . , Or of operations of the type A or B,l for l0.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let  ∈ ( 12 , 1). A tree T is -domination perfect if and only if it does not contain a tree in T as an
induced subgraph.
Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.1 we establish a series of preparatory results.
3.1. Preparatory results
We start with two properties of the trees inT.
Lemma 3.2. Let  ∈ ( 12 , 1). If T ∈T, then (T )< i(T ).
Proof. Wewill prove the statement by induction on the ordern=|VT | ofT. SinceT ∈T, we have thatn |VT1(d1())|=
3d1().
If n = 3d1(), then TT1(d1()) and it is easy to see that (T )< i(T ) (cf. the proof of Theorem 2.1).
Fig. 2. T → A(T , u).
Fig. 3. T → B,2(T , u).
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Now let n> 3d1(). This implies that T arises from T1(d1()) by applying a sequence O1, O2, . . . , Or of operations
of the typeA orB,l for l0. Let T ′ be the tree that arises from T1(d1()) by applying the operationsO1,O2, . . . , Or−1
and let T arise from T ′ by applying Or to T ′ and u′. By the induction hypothesis, we have (T ′)< i(T ′).
For contradiction we assume that (T ) = i(T ) and that D is an -independent minimum -dominating set of T.
By the choice of D, it follows easily that if Or is of type A, then the set D ∩ (VT \VT ′) consists of all neighbours
of endvertices in VT \VT ′ and if Or is of type B,l , then D ∩ (VT \VT ′) = {v ∈ VT \VT ′ | dT (v)3} (cf. the en-
circled vertices in Figs. 2 and 3). In both cases we obtain NT (u′) ∩ D ∩ (VT \VT ′) = ∅. Since > 12 , this implies
u′ ∈ D.
Therefore, D ∩ VT ′ is an -independent and -dominating set of T ′ which implies (T ′) |D ∩ VT ′ |.
If (T ′)< |D∩VT ′ |, then letD′ be a minimum -dominating set of T ′. Since u′ is adjacent to two endvertices in T ′,
we have u′ ∈ D′ and hence the setD′ ∪ (D∩ (VT \VT ′)) is an -dominating set of T with |D′ ∪ (D∩ (VT \VT ′))|< |D∩
VT ′ | + |(D ∩ (VT \VT ′))| = |D| contradicting the choice of D. Therefore, (T ′)= |D ∩ VT ′ | and thus (T ′)= i(T ′)
which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
We want to point out that all trees in T are actually minimally -domination imperfect. In view of Theorem
3.1 this is equivalent to the property that no tree in T is a proper induced subgraph of any other tree in T.
Since we do not need this property for the proof of Theorem 3.1, we will omit its extremely tedious and technical
proof.
The next lemma expresses some liberty in the construction of the trees inT.
Lemma 3.3. Let  ∈ ( 12 , 1). If T ∈T and u ∈ VT is such that dT (u)=d1(), then T can be obtained from a tree T0 by
applying a sequence of operations of the type A or B,l for l0 such that u ∈ VT0 , dT0(u)=d1() and T0T1(d1()).
Proof. Again, we will prove the statement by induction on the order n = |VT | of T.
If n = 3d1(), then TT1(d1()) and the result is obvious.
Now let n> 3d1(). This implies that T arises from T1(d1()) by applying a sequence O1, O2, . . . , Or of operations
of the typeA orB,l for l0. Let T ′ be the tree that arises from T1(d1()) by applying the operationsO1,O2, . . . , Or−1
and let T arise from T ′ by applying Or to T ′ and u′. Clearly, dT (u′) = 2.
If u ∈ VT ′ , then the statement follows easily by induction. Hence u ∈ VT \VT ′ , i.e. the vertex u is added to T ′ by the
last operation Or . Since dT (u) = d1()> d2(), Or is of type B,l for some l0.
Let P : u = u1u2 . . . us = v be a shortest path in T such that dT (v) = d1(), i.e. no interior vertex of P has degree
d1(). Since Or = B,l is applied to T ′ and u′, we deduce that u′ = u2l+3 and 2l + 3s − 1.
By induction, T ′ can be obtained from a tree T ′0 by applying a sequence of operations O ′1, O ′2, . . . , O ′r ′ of the type
A or B,l for l0 such that v ∈ VT ′0 , dT ′0(v) = d1() and T ′0T1(d1()).
It follows from thedeﬁnitionof the operations, thatdT (u(2l+3)+(2−1))=d2() anddT (u(2l+3)+2)=2 for 1 12 ((s−
1) − (2l + 3)). Furthermore, since an operation of type B,k necessarily creates two adjacent vertices of degree 2, it
follows that all vertices in {u2l+3, u2l+4, . . . , us−2} are added to T ′0 by operations of the typeA and that us−1, us ∈ VT ′0 .
Obviously, we can assume that these operations are executed ﬁrst in the construction of T ′ from T ′0, i.e. they form the
ﬁrst few O ′i’s. Let O ′1, O ′2, . . . , O ′r ′′ be exactly these operations.
Let V0 be the set of vertices of T at distance at most two from u in T that are different from u3. Let T0 arise from
T [V0] and two isolated vertices u′3 and u′′3 by adding the edges u2u′3 and u2u′′3. Clearly, u ∈ VT0 , dT0(u) = d1() and
T0T1(d1()).
We will now describe how to construct T by a sequence of operations of the type A or B,l for l0 applied to the
tree T0. Firstly, apply l operations of type A such that the ﬁrst is applied to T0 and u2 and the consecutive operations
are applied to the tree obtained by the previous operation and some vertex of degree 3 that has been added by the
previous operation. We may assume that the vertex u2l+2 is a vertex of degree 3 adjacent to two endvertices that has
been added by the last of these l operations.
Now apply B, 12 ((s−1)−(2l+3)) to the previously obtained tree and u2l+2. We may assume that v is the (unique) vertex
of degree d1() added by this last operation.
From this point on we can apply the operations O ′
r ′′+1, O
′
r ′′+2, . . . , O
′
r ′ and obtain T as desired. This completes the
proof. 
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The following two lemmas capture properties of minimally -domination imperfect trees. If D is an -dominating
set of a tree T, then let
M(D, T ) = {u ∈ D | |NT (u) ∩ D|> dT (u)}.
Note that (T ) = i(T ) if and only if there exists a minimum -dominating set D of T with M(D, T ) = ∅.
Lemma 3.4. Let  ∈ ( 12 , 1). Let T be a minimally -domination imperfect tree and let D be a minimum -dominating
set of T such that |M(D, T )| is minimum.
(i) If u ∈ M(D, T ) is such that |NT (u)\D|2, then dT (u) = d1() and NT (u)\D consists of two endvertices.
(ii) If u ∈ M(D, T ) and v ∈ NT (u)∩D is such that dT (v)3, then dT (v)= 3 and v is adjacent to two endvertices.
Proof. (i) The desired result follows from the following three claims.
Claim 1. If v ∈ NT (u)\D, then dT (v) = 1.
Proof. Let S be the component of T −
(⋃
v∈NT (u)\D NT (v)\{u}
)
that contains u. For contradiction we assume that
the order of S is smaller than the order of T. Since S is -domination perfect, let DS be an -independent minimum
-dominating set of S.
Since |NT (u)\D|2, u is adjacent to two endvertices in S and thus u ∈ DS . Obviously, D ∩ VS is an -dominating
set of S and D′ = DS ∪ (D\VS) is an -dominating set of T.
If |DS |< |D ∩ VS |, then |D′|< |D| contradicting the choice of D. Hence |DS | = |D ∩ VS |.
Hence D′ is a minimum -dominating set of T with |M(D′, T )| |M(D, T )| − 1 contradicting the choice of D.
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Claim 2. |NT (u)\D| = 2.
Proof. For contradiction we assume that |NT (u)\D|3. For v ∈ NT (u)\D let S be T − v. Since S is -domination
perfect, let DS be an -independent minimum -dominating set of S.
It is easy to see that D is a minimum -dominating set of S. Hence |DS |= |D| and DS is an -independent minimum
-dominating set of T which is a contradiction. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Let {v1, v2} = NT (u)\D.
Claim 3. dT (u) = d1().
Proof. Since |NT (u)\D| = 2 and u ∈ M(D, T ), we have dT (u) − 2> dT (u) which is equivalent to dT (u)d1().
For contradiction we assume that dT (u)d1() + 1.
For w ∈ NT (u)∩D, let S be the component of T −w that contains u. Since S is -domination perfect, let DS be an
-independent minimum -dominating set of S. Clearly, u ∈ DS .
Since dS(u)d1(), we have |NS(u)\DS |3 and there is a vertex w′ ∈ NS(u)\(DS ∪ {v1, v2}). Let S′ be the
component of T − w′ that contains u. Since S′ is -domination perfect, let DS′ be an -independent minimum -
dominating set of S′. Clearly, u ∈ DS′ .
SinceD∩VS′ is an -dominating set of S′, we have |DS′ | |D∩VS′ |. If |DS′ |< |D∩VS′ |, then the setDS′ ∪(D\VS′)
is an -dominating set of T with |DS′ ∪ (D\VS′)|< |D| contradicting the choice of D. Hence |DS′ | = |D ∩ VS′ |.
If |DS\VS′ |< |D\VS′ |, then D′ = (D ∩ VS′) ∪ (DS\VS′) is an -dominating set of T with |D′|< |D| contradicting
the choice of D.
If |DS\VS′ |> |D\VS′ |, then D′S = (DS ∩VS′)∪ (D\VS′) is an -dominating set of S with |D′S |< |DS | contradicting
the choice of DS . Hence |DS\VS′ | = |D\VS′ |.
Now the set D′′ = DS′ ∪ (DS\VS′) is an -independent and -dominating set of T with |D′′| = |DS′ | + |DS\VS′ | =
|D ∩VS′ | + |D\VS′ | = |D| contradicting the fact that T is minimally -domination imperfect. This completes the proof
of the claim. 
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This completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) The desired result follows from the following three claims.
Claim 1. |NT (v)\D|2.
Proof. If |NT (v)\D|=0, thenD\{v} is an -dominating set of T contradicting the choice of D. Hence |NT (v)\D|1.
For contradiction we assume that |NT (v)\D| = 1. Since dT (v)3, there is a vertex w ∈ NT (v) ∩ (D\{u}). Let S
be the component of T − w that contains v. Since S is -domination perfect, let DS be an -independent minimum
-dominating set of S. Note that if v ∈ DS , then NS(v)DS .
It is easy to see that |DS | = |D ∩ VS |. Now the set D′ = DS ∪ (D\VS) is a minimum -dominating set of T with
|M(D′, T )| |M(D, T )| − 1 contradicting the choice of D. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Claim 2. If w ∈ NT (v)\D, then dT (w) = 1.
Proof. This can be proved exactly as Claim 1 in part (i). 
Let w1, w2 ∈ NT (v)\D.
Claim 3. dT (v) = 3.
Proof. Let S be the component of T −(NT (v)\{u,w1, w2}) that contains v. For contradiction we assume that the order
of S is smaller than the order of T. Since S is -domination perfect, let DS be an -independent minimum -dominating
set of S. Clearly, v ∈ DS and w1, w2 /∈DS . It is easy to see that |DS | = |D ∩ VS |.
Now the setD′=DS∪(D\VS) is a minimum -dominating set ofTwith |M(D′, T )| |M(D, T )|−1 contradicting
the choice of D. This completes the proof of the claim. 
This completes the proof of (ii). 
Lemma 3.5. Let  ∈ ( 12 , 1). Let T be a minimally -domination imperfect tree and let D be a minimum -dominating
set of T such that |M(D, T )| is minimum and subject to this condition∑x∈D|NT (x) ∩ D| is minimum.
If u ∈ M(D, T ), then |NT (u)\D|2.
Proof. For contradiction we assume that |NT (u)\D|1. Obviously, |NT (u)\D|1 and thus we may assume that
{v} = NT (u)\D.
Claim 1. dT (v)3.
Proof. For contradiction we assume that dT (v)2. If dT (v)=1, then D′ = (D\{u})∪{v} is a minimum -dominating
set of T with |M(D′, T )|< |M(D, T )| contradicting the choice of D. Hence dT (v) = 2.
Let {w} =NT (v)\{u}. Since v /∈D, we have w ∈ D. Since u ∈ M(D, T ), we have that dT (u)− 1> dT (u) which
implies that dT (u)3. Now the set D′ is a minimum -dominating set of T such that |M(D′, T )| |M(D, T )| and∑
x∈D′ |NT (x) ∩ D′| =
∑
x∈D|NT (x) ∩ D| − (dT (u) − 1) + 1<
∑
x∈D|NT (x) ∩ D| contradicting the choice of D.
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Claim 2. NT (v) ⊆ D.
Proof. For contradiction we assume that w ∈ NT (v)\D. Let S be the component of T − ((NT (u) ∪ NT (w))\{v})
that contains v. Since S is -domination perfect, let DS be an -independent minimum -dominating set of S. Clearly,
v ∈ DS and u,w /∈DS .
The setD′ = ((D\{u})∪{v})∩VS is an -dominating set of S. Hence |DS | |D′|= |D∩VS |. If |DS |< |D|, then the
setD′′=DS∪(D\VS) is an -dominating set ofTwith |D′′|< |D| contradicting the choice ofD. Hence |DS |=|D∩VS |.
Now the set D′′ is a minimum -dominating set of T with |M(D′′, T )|< |M(D, T )| contradicting the choice of D.
This completes the proof of the claim. 
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Now letw1, w2 ∈ NT (v)\{u}. For i=1, 2, let Si be the component of T −wi that contains v. Since Si is -domination
perfect, letDSi be an -independent minimum -dominating set of Si for i=1, 2. It is easy to see that |DSi |= |D∩VSi |
for i = 1, 2.
Claim 3. v ∈ DSi for i = 1, 2.
Proof. For contradiction we assume that v /∈DSi for some i ∈ {1, 2}. Now the set D′ = DSi ∪ (D\VSi ) is a minimum
-dominating set of T with |M(D′, T )|< |M(D, T )| contradicting the choice of D. This completes the proof of the
claim. 
Claim 4. |DS1\VS2 | = |D\VS2 |.
Proof. If |DS1\VS2 |< |D\VS2 |, then the set D′ = DS2 ∪ (DS1\VS2) is an -dominating set of T with |D′| = |DS2 | +|DS1\VS2 |< |D ∩ VS2 | + |D\VS2 | = |D| contradicting the choice of D.
If |DS1\VS2 |> |D\VS2 |, then the set D′S1 = (DS1 ∩VS2)∪ (D\VS2) is an -dominating set of S1 with |D′S1 |= |DS1 ∩
VS2 | + |D\VS2 |< |DS1 ∩ VS2 | + |DS1\VS2 | = |DS1 | contradicting the choice of DS1 . This completes the proof of the
claim. 
Now the set D′ = DS2 ∪ (DS1\VS2) is a minimum -dominating set of T.
Claim 5. D′ is -independent.
Proof. For contradiction, we assume thatD′ is not -independent. This implies thatM(D′, T )={v}. By the choice of
DS2 and since v ∈ DS2 , we have |NT (v)\D′|1 and thus dT (v)− 1> dT (v). Now the set D\{u} is an -dominating
set of T contradicting the choice of D. This completes the proof of the claim. 
By Claim 5,D′ is an -independent minimum -dominating set of T contradicting the assumption that T is minimally
-domination imperfect. This completes the proof. 
We can now proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 3.1
The ‘only if’-part follows immediately from Lemma 3.2 and we proceed to the ‘if’-part.
Therefore, we assume, for contradiction, that T is a minimally -domination imperfect tree that does not belong to
T and that T has minimum order given this condition.
Let D be a minimum -dominating set of T such that
(i) |M(D, T )| is minimum and subject to this condition
(ii) ∑u∈D|NT (u) ∩ D| is minimum.
Note that T and D satisfy the assumptions in Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5.
SinceT is minimally -domination imperfect, there is a vertex u ∈ M(D, T ), i.e. |NT (u)∩D|> dT (u). By Lemma
3.5, |NT (u)\D|2 and, by Lemma 3.4(i), dT (u)= d1() and NT (u)\D consists of two endvertices. This implies that
|NT (u) ∩ D| = d1() − 2.
Clearly, dT (v)2 for all v ∈ NT (u) ∩ D. If dT (v)3 for v ∈ NT (u) ∩ D, then, by Lemma 3.4(ii), dT (v) = 3 and
v is adjacent to two endvertices.
If dT (v)3 for all v ∈ NT (u) ∩ D, then T = T1(d1()) ∈T contradicting the choice of T.
Hence we may assume that there is a vertex v1 ∈ NT (u) ∩ D with dT (v1) = 2.
Let T ′1 be the component of T − (NT (v1)\{u}) that contains u and let T1 arise from T ′1 and two isolated vertices v′1
and v′′1 by adding the edges v1v′1 and v1v′′1 (cf. Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. T, T1, S1 and S.
If T1 has the same order asT, then the neighbourw of v1 inT different of u has degree 2 and is adjacent to an endvertex
w′. Now the set (D\{v1, w′}) ∪ {w} is an -dominating set of T with |(D\{v1, w′}) ∪ {w}|< |D| contradicting the
choice of D. Hence the order of T1 is smaller than the order of T.
Claim 1. T1 is minimally -domination imperfect.
Proof. Let DT1 be a minimum -dominating set of T1 such that |M(DT1 , T1)| is minimum. It is easy to see that
v1 ∈ DT1 and |DT1 | = |D ∩ VT1 |.
If (T1) = i(T1), then |M(DT1 , T1)| = 0 and the set DT1 ∪ (D\VT1) is a minimum -dominating set of T with|M(DT1 ∪ (D\VT1), T )|< |M(D, T )| contradicting the choice of D. Hence (T1)< i(T1).
For contradiction we assume that T1 is not minimally -domination imperfect. This implies that T1 has a proper
induced subtree S1 that is minimally -domination imperfect (cf. Fig. 4). Since S1 is not a subtree of T, we have that
u, v1, v
′
1, v
′′
1 ∈ VS1 . Let DS1 be a minimum -dominating set of S1.
Let U1 = VT1\VS1 and let S = T − U1 (cf. Fig. 4). Since S is -domination perfect, let DS be an -independent
minimum -dominating set of S. Let U2 be the vertex set of the component of T − {u} that contains v1.
If |DS∩U2|< |D∩U2|, then the set (D\U2)∪(DS∩U2) is an -dominating set ofTwith |(D\U2)∪(DS∩U2)|< |D|
contradicting the choice of D.
If |DS∩U2|> |D∩U2|, then the set (DS\U2)∪(D∩U2) is an -dominating set of Swith |(DS\U2)∪(D∩U2)|< |DS |
contradicting the choice of DS . Hence |DS ∩ U2| = |D ∩ U2|.
Ifv1 /∈DS , then (D\U2)∪(DS∩U2) is aminimum-dominating set ofTwith |M((D\U2)∪(DS∩U2), T )|< |M(D, T )|
contradicting the choice of D. Hence v1 ∈ DS .
It is easy to see that |DS1 | = |DS\(U2\{v1})|. This implies that DS\(U2\{v1}) is an -independent minimum -
dominating set of S1 contradicting the fact that S1 is minimally -domination imperfect. This completes the proof of
the claim. 
Claim 2. NT (u) ∩ D contains exactly one vertex of degree 2.
Proof. For contradiction we assume that there is a vertex v2 ∈ (NT (u) ∩ D)\{v1} with dT (v2) = 2. Let T ′2 be the
component of T − (NT (v2)\{u}) that contains u and let T2 arise from T ′2 and two isolated vertices v′2 and v′′2 by adding
the edges v2v′2 and v2v′′2 .
By symmetry and Claim 1, the trees T1 and T2 are minimally -domination imperfect. By the choice of T and since
the trees T1 and T2 have smaller order than T, we have T1, T2 ∈T.
By Lemma 3.3, for i = 1, 2 the tree Ti can be obtained from a tree T0 by applying a sequence of operations Oi1,
Oi2, . . . , O
i
ri
of type A or B,l for l0 such that u ∈ VT0 , dT0(u) = d1() and T0T1(d1()).
It is now obvious that the tree T can be obtained from the tree T0 by applying the sequence of operations O11 ,
O12 , . . . , O
1
r1 , O
2
1 , O
2
2 , . . . , O
2
r2 . Hence, by deﬁnition, T ∈T contradicting the choice of T. This completes the proof
of the claim. 
Let {v2} = NT (v1)\{u}.
Claim 3. NT (v2) ⊆ D.
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Proof. For contradiction we assume that w ∈ NT (v2)\D. Let S be the component of T − (NT (v1) ∪ NT (w)\{v2})
that contains v2. Since S is -domination perfect, let DS be an -independent minimum -dominating set of S. Clearly,
v2 ∈ DS and v1, w /∈DS .
It is easy to see that |DS | = |D ∩ VS |. Therefore, the set D′ = DS ∪ (D\VS) is a minimum -dominating set of T
with |M(D′, T )|< |M(D, T )| contradicting the choice of D. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Claim 4. dT (v2)3.
Proof. Clearly, dT (v2)2. For contradiction we assume that dT (v2) = 2. Let {v3} = NT (v2)\{v1}.
Note that the set D′ = (D\{v1}) ∪ {v2} is a minimum -dominating set of T that satisﬁes condition (i) in the choice
of D, i.e. |M(D′, T )| = |M(D, T )|.
Let S˜ be the component of T − {v1} that contains v2 and let S arise from S˜ and two isolated vertices v′2 and v′′2 by
adding the edges v2v′2 and v2v′′2 . Let DS be a minimum -dominating set of S such that |M(DS, S)| is minimum. It is
easy to see that v2 ∈ DS and |DS | = |D′ ∩ VS |.
If (S) = i(S), then DS ∪ (D′\VS) is an -independent minimum -dominating set of T contradicting the choice
of T. Hence (S)< i(S).
If S is minimally -domination imperfect, then, by the choice of T, we have S ∈ T. Since T arises from S by
applying the operation B,0 to S and v2, we obtain T ∈ T contradicting the choice of T. Hence S is not minimally
-domination imperfect.
This implies that S has a proper induced subtree S′ that is minimally -domination imperfect. Since S′ is not a subtree
of T, we have that v3, v2, v′2, v′′2 ∈ VS′ . Let DS′ be a minimum -dominating set of S′.
Let U = VS\VS′ and let T ′ = T − U . Since T ′ is -domination perfect, let DT ′ be an -independent minimum
-dominating set of T ′.
It is easy to see that v2 ∈ DS′ , v2 ∈ DT ′ and |DS′ | = |DT ′ ∩ VS′ |. This implies that DT ′ ∩ VS′ is an -independent
minimum -dominating set of S′ contradicting the fact that S′ is minimally -domination imperfect. This completes
the proof of the claim. 
Claim 5. If D′ = (D\{v1}) ∪ {v2}, then there is at most one vertex w ∈ NT (v2)\{v1} with w ∈ M(D′, T ).
Proof. Let w ∈ NT (v2)\{v1} be such that w ∈ M(D′, T ). If dT (w)2, then D′\{w} is an -dominating set of T with
|D′\{w}|< |D| contradicting the choice of D. Hence dT (w)3.
For contradiction we assume that w1, w2 ∈ NT (v2)\{v1} are such that w1, w2 ∈ M(D′, T ).
For i = 1, 2 let Si be the component of T − {wi} that contains v2 and let Ui = VT \VSi . Since Si is -domination
perfect, let DSi be an -independent minimum -dominating set of Si for i = 1, 2.
It is easy to see that |DSi | = |D ∩ VSi | for i = 1, 2.
If v2 /∈DSi for some i ∈ {1, 2}, then DSi ∪ (D\VSi ) is a minimum -dominating set of T with |M(DSi ∪
(D\VSi ), T )|< |M(D, T )| contradicting the choice of D. Hence v2 ∈ DSi for i = 1, 2.
If |DS2 ∩U1|< |D∩U1|, then (D′\U1)∪ (DS2 ∩U1) is an -dominating set of T with |(D′\U1)∪ (DS2 ∩U1)|< |D|
contradicting the choice of D.
If |DS2 ∩U1|> |D∩U1|, thenDS2 ∪(D∩U1) is an -dominating set of S2 with |DS2 ∪(D∩U1)|< |DS2 | contradicting
the choice of DS2 . Hence |DS2 ∩ U1| = |D ∩ U1|.
Now the set D′′ = DS1 ∪ (DS2 ∩ U1) is a minimum -dominating set of T with M(D′′, T ) ⊆ {v2}. By the choice
of T and D, we obtain M(D′′, T ) = {v2}. This implies that D′′ satisﬁes condition (i) in the choice of D.
Since DS1 is -independent and D′′ is not, we have w2 ∈ DS2 ∩U1 ⊆ D′′. By Lemma 3.4 (ii), we have dT (w2)= 3
and w2 is adjacent to two endvertices w′2 and w′′2 .
Clearly, w′2, w′′2 /∈D. This implies that 1 = |NT (w2) ∩ D′|< 32 < dT (w2) contradicting the assumption w2 ∈
M(D
′, T ). This implies that there is at most one vertex w ∈ NT (v2)\{v1} such that w ∈ M(D′, T ) and the proof of
the claim is complete. 
Claim 6. There is a minimum -dominating set D˜ of T such that M(D˜, T ) = M(D, T ), u, v1 ∈ D˜ and there is no
vertex w ∈ NT (v2)\{v1} with w ∈ M((D˜\{v1}) ∪ {v2}, T ).
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Proof. ByClaim 5, we can assume that there is a unique vertex v3 ∈ NT (v2)\{v1} is with v3 ∈ M((D\{v1})∪{v2}, T ).
Let w ∈ NT (v2)\{v1, v3} and let S be the component of T −w that contains v2. Since S is -domination perfect, let
DS be an -independent minimum -dominating set of S. It is easy to see that |DS | = |D ∩ VS |.
If v2 /∈DS , thenD′=DS∪(D\VS) is aminimum -dominating set ofTwith |M(D′, T )|< |M(D, T )| contradicting
the choice of D. Hence v2 ∈ DS .
Since u is adjacent to two endvertices in S, we have u ∈ DS and thus v1 /∈DS .
Now the set D′ = DS ∪ (D\VS) satisﬁes M(D′, T ) ⊆ (M(D, T )\{u}) ∪ {v2}. By the choice of D, we have
M(D
′, T ) = (M(D, T )\{u}) ∪ {v2}.
If v3 /∈D′, then |NT (v2)\D′|2 and Lemma 3.4(i) implies that v1 is an endvertex contradicting the fact that dT (v1)=
2. Hence v3 ∈ D′.
Let U be the vertex set of the component of T − v2 that contains v3.
If |DS ∩U |< |D ∩U |, then the set (D\U)∪ (DS ∩U) is an -dominating set of T with |(D\U)∪ (DS ∩U)|< |D|
contradicting the choice of D.
If |DS ∩U |> |D∩U |, then the set (DS\U)∪ (D∩U) is an -dominating set of S with |(DS\U)∪ (D∩U)|< |DS |
contradicting the choice of DS . Hence |DS ∩ U | = |D ∩ U |.
Now the set D˜ = (D\U) ∪ (DS ∩ U) is a minimum -dominating set of T such that M(D˜, T ) ⊆ M(D, T ),
u, v1 ∈ D˜ and there is no vertex w′ ∈ NT (v2)\{v1} with w′ ∈ M((D˜\{v1}) ∪ {v2}, T ). By the choice of D, we have
M(D˜, T ) = M(D, T ) and the proof of the claim is complete. 
Let D˜′ = (D˜\{v1}) ∪ {v2}. Exactly as in the proof of Claim 3 it follows that NT (v2) ⊆ D˜.
The set D˜′ is a minimum -dominating set of T andM(D˜′, T ) ⊆ (M(D˜, T )\{u})∪{v2}= (M(D, T )\{u})∪{v2}.
By the choice of D, we have M(D˜′, T ) = (M(D, T )\{u}) ∪ {v2}, i.e. v2 ∈ M(D˜′, T ). This implies dT (v2) − 1 =
|NT (v2) ∩ D˜′|> dT (v2) which is equivalent to dT (v2)d2().
Claim 7. dT (v2) = d2().
Proof. For contradiction we assume that dT (v2)d2() + 1. Let w ∈ NT (v2)\{v1} and let S be the component of
T − w that contains v2. Since S is -domination perfect, let DS be an -independent minimum -dominating set of S.
It is easy to see that |DS | = |D˜ ∩ VS |.
Ifv2 /∈DS , then D˜′′=DS∪(D˜\VS) is aminimum-dominating set ofTwith |M(D˜′′, T )|< |M(D, T )| contradicting
the choice of D. Hence v2 ∈ DS . It follows easily that v1 /∈DS and |M(D˜′′, T )| = |M(D, T )|.
Since dS(v2)d2(), v2 ∈ DS and DS is -independent, we have |NS(v2)\DS |2 and hence |NT (v2)\D˜′′|2. By
Lemma 3.4(ii), we obtain dT (v1) = 1 contradicting dT (v1) = 2. This completes the proof of the claim. 
Clearly, dT (w)2 for all w ∈ NT (v2)\{v1}. If dT (w)3 for w ∈ NT (v2)\{v1}, then, by Lemma 3.4(ii) applied to
D˜′, dT (w) = 3 and w is adjacent to two endvertices.
If dT (w)3 for all w ∈ NT (v2)\{v1}, then T that arises from T1(d1()) by applying one operation of type A. By
deﬁnition, T ∈T contradicting the choice of T. Hence we may assume that there is a vertex v3 ∈ NT (v2)\{v1} with
dT (v3) = 2.
Let T ′3 be the component of T − (NT (v3)\{v2}) that contains v3 and let T3 arise from T ′3 and two isolated vertices
v3 and v′′3 by adding the edges v3v′3 and v3v′′3 . It is easy to see that the order of T3 is smaller than the order of T.
Exactly as in the proof of Claim 1 it follows that T3 is minimally -domination imperfect. Furthermore, using this
fact exactly as in the proof of Claim 2 it follows that NT (v2)\{v1} contains exactly one vertex of degree 2.
Now let T˜1 be the component of T −{v1, v2} that contains u and let T˜2 be the component of T −{v1, v2} that contains
v3. Let T˜ arise from T˜1 and T˜2 by adding the edge uv3 (cf. Fig. 5).
Claim 8. T˜ is minimally -domination imperfect.
Proof. Let D
T˜
be a minimum -dominating set of T˜ such that |M(DT˜ , T˜ )| is minimum. It is easy to see that u ∈ DT˜ ,
v3 /∈DT˜ and |DT˜ | = (T ) − d2() + 1.
If (T˜ )=i(T˜ ), thenD′′=DT˜ ∪{v2}∪(NT (v2)\{v1, v3}) is a minimum -dominating set of T with |M(D′′, T )|<
|M(D, T )| contradicting the choice of D. Hence (T˜ )< i(T˜ ).
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Fig. 5. T and T˜ for = 1120 .
For contradiction we assume that T˜ is not minimally -domination imperfect. This implies that T˜ has a proper
induced subtree S˜ that is minimally -domination imperfect. Since S˜ is not a subtree of T, we have that u, v3 ∈ VS˜ and
d
S˜
(v3) = 2.
LetU=V
T˜
\V
S˜
and letS=T −U . Since S is -domination perfect, letDS be an -independentminimum -dominating
set of S.
If u, v3 /∈DS , then it follows easily that {v2}∪ (NT (v2)\{v3}) ⊆ DS contradicting the -independence of DS . Hence
|{u, v3} ∩ DS |1.
This easily implies that |DS\VS˜ | = d2() − 1 and that DS ∩ VS˜ is an -independent and -dominating set of S˜, i.e.
i(S˜)(S) − (d2() − 1).
Let D
S˜
be a minimum -dominating set of S˜. Since d
S˜
(v3) = 2, we have |{u, v3} ∩ DS˜ |1.
If v3 ∈ DS˜ , then DS˜ ∪ NT (v2)\{v3} is an -dominating set of S of cardinality (S˜) + d2() − 1.
If v3 /∈DS˜ , then DS˜ ∪ (NT (v2)\{v1, v3}) ∪ {v2} is an -dominating set of S of cardinality (S˜) + d2() − 1.
Hence (S)(S˜)+ d2()− 1 i(S˜)+ d2()− 1. Altogether we obtain (S˜)= i(S˜) contradicting the fact that
S˜ is minimally -domination imperfect. This completes the proof of the claim. 
By Claim 8, Lemma 3.3 implies that T˜ can be obtained from a tree T0 by applying a sequence of operations O1,
O2, . . . , Or of type A or B,l for l0 such that u ∈ VT0 , dT0(u) = d1() and T0T1(d1()).
Let T ′0 arise from T0 by applying the operation A to T0 and v1. The tree T can now be obtained from T ′0 by applying
the sequence of operations O1, O2, . . . , Or in such a way that each operation that was applied to some tree and v1 is
applied to a corresponding tree and v3. Therefore, by deﬁnition, T ∈T and the proof is complete.
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